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Imagine that CEF was convening in Atlanta sometime in the 1830s. Merely 50 years after winning

independence from the British Empire, America was a far different place than what Ronald

Reagan would declare 150 years later as a shining city on the hill.

Case in point: the Indian Removal Act of 1830 championed by President Andrew Jackson—hint:

you may know him better as the face of the US $20 currency. Between 1830–50, America pursued

a brutal combination of land grab and ethnic cleansing. More than 50,000 American Indians from

what were known as the “Five Civilized Tribes” were driven from their land in the Southeast to

areas west of the Mississippi River.

This episode became known as the “Trail of Tears”—aptly named because this forced migration

caused so many deaths that it may have qualified as genocide under today’s geopolitical norms.

To glimpse some of the policymakers’ motivation for the removal, note that the discovery of gold

near Dahlonega, Georgia, in 1828 and subsequent Georgia Gold Rush triggered the removal of

Cherokees from the region within a decade.

Back to our imaginary CEF convening in Atlanta. An interesting CEF speaker would have been Davy

Crockett whose “King of the Wild Frontier” status would inspire generations of children in 20

century books and Disney movies. Crockett served as a sergeant during then-Gen. Jackson’s War

of 1812 campaign in Spanish Florida. But as a US congressman later, he became a vociferous

critic of President Jackson’s plan to forcibly remove the Indians from their land.
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Another fascinating speaker would have been Alexis de Toqueville, the French political

philosopher who wrote Democracy in America. He was in Memphis, Tennessee, in 1831 while the

Choctow Tribe was being moved to “Indian Territory” (later incorporated as Oklahoma).  Said

Toqueville, “…one couldn’t watch without feeling one’s heart wrung. The Indians were somber and

taciturn…We…watch the expulsion…of one of the most celebrated and ancient American peoples.”

How fascinating it would have been to ask him questions about the meaning of the American

Revolution and French Revolution in light of this Native American suppression.

Of course, soon after the Trail of Tears was ended, America engaged in a Civil War over America’s

worst-ever public policy—the legal institution of human chattel slavery comprised of Africans and

African Americans. With that bloody battled ended and the Emancipation Proclamation enacted,

America’s worst public policy status shifted over to the US Government’s establishment of 326

Indian Reservations. Washington’s original goal was to quarantine the Indians who posed a threat

to our prosperity. Now the reservations are quarantining the American Indians from achieving any

prosperity of their own.

You Can Rent but Not Own

In her book, The New Trail of Tears, Naomi Schaefer Riley challenged American society to worry

less about whether the Washington Redskins or Cleveland Indians mascots were offensive to

Native Americans. Rather, she thinks we should spend more time contemplating why American

Indians are the group with the highest poverty rates in America. And she gives a very

straightforward answer to why that’s the case: the US Government owns Indian reservation land.

American Indians are therefore given the privilege to rent the land, but they can’t own it.

And beyond the lack of access to the American Dream through home ownership, Washington’s

Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and Bureau of Indian Education (BIE) have full authority on

reservations for education, economic development, tribal courts, road maintenance, agriculture,

and social services. In other words, Uncle Sam owns and operates the reservations today the

same way he has since the 1800s.

Naomi Schaefer Riley says that it’s no wonder that Indians think the BIA stands for “Bossing

Indians Around.” But why aren’t more DC policymakers questioning the ROI for their $3B annual

expenditure? Here’s a not-so-fun fact: there are 9,000 employees in Washington responsible for

running operations on the reservations—that’s one employee in Washington for every 111

Indians living on the reservations.

What is Washington’s rationale for keeping ownership of Indian lands and maintaining this

centralized management system over Indian affairs? The benevolent motivation is represented by

those who desired to protect the lands from being taken over by non-Indians. The less

benevolent by can be seen in Chief Justice John Marshall’s own words when he helped set up the

trust system in 1831. He wrote that the relationship between American Indians and the

government should be as a ward to its guardian.

Regardless of motivation, here are the consequences of American Indians being unable to buy

and sell their own land. First, individual Indians are unable to secure loans with land as collateral

to start their small businesses like non-Indian entrepreneurs do across America. And second,

Indian tribes are unable to develop their natural resources. Reservations hold 30% of coal



reserves in the West, 20% of known oil and gas reserves, and 50% of Uranium reserves. These

resources have an estimated value of $1.5 trillion. As a former chair of the Crow Tribe in Montana

bluntly stated in Forbes, “The war on coal is a war on our families and our children.”

Then there’s the question of how to navigate the complexity of land rights. No commentary here;

you can simply glance at this chart produced by the Crow:

Forbes columnist John Koppisch writes that economists have a term for this chaos—the tragedy

of the commons. If everyone owns the land, no one does.

Creating Agency

Ironically, the tribal government headquarters on the Crow reservation is legally named Crow

Agency. If there ever was a place without agency, it is this one. Located just down the road from

Little Big Horn on the outskirts of Yellowstone (indeed, Kevin Costner’s recent Yellowstone TV

series was filmed there), Crow Agency has zero operating businesses and no trash pick-up.

Chuck Bentley recently led a Crown/CEF site visit to the Crow Agency this past spring. Our host

was a former NFL player named Tuff Harris who was born there. As Tuff drove us through his old

hometown, the tragedy of the commons was on full display. We saw cars without wheels parked in

many front yards. Tuff matter-of-factly explained that they are used as storage sheds for the

families. What happens when they need to buy groceries? Tuff explained that they need to make

the 60-mile drive to Billings. Notably, the road between these two places was closed due to a late

April snowstorm on the day we visited. These people may live in desperate poverty, but they sure

are full of grit.

As for Tuff and his faithful friends, they are also filled with hope. Against the backdrop of not only

material poverty but also much spiritual warfare with the likes of medicine men, Tuff is part of a

Jesus-centered community who are praying fervently for partners to help them re-start their

economy. Where we saw empty lots, Tuff cast vision for gas stations, barber shops, and new

apartments.



Such faith and vision resonate deeply with Crown’s model of stewardship centers. Chuck spoke to

the group about how a lack of resources is less of a problem than a lack of stewards. With Tuff

and his friends forming the core, a new generation of stewards could arise against all odds to

start businesses and educate both young and old about how to manage these new assets.

And perhaps the CEF community could help them work upstream to get Washington policies to

shift from control to empowerment. The same Chocktaw tribe that Toqueville witnessed being

trafficked into Oklahoma is proving this dream can be reality. Fortune magazine recently reported

that the Chocktaw Nation purchased 44,616 acres of land featuring wild boars and rolling hills

that they are turning into an epicenter of drone technology. Serving as the FAA’s partner in

regulating drone aviators, the Chocktaw is joining the likes of Google and Amazon in building an

industry that will reduce emissions and cut supply chain costs.

So perhaps our imaginary 1830 gathering in Atlanta should be replaced by an actual gathering in

Billings to catalyze Crow investment and entrepreneurship. CEF got its start at the base of

Yellowstone during the early Jackson Hole convenings. Our new Crow friends could help us create

a new Yellowstone chapter in our own story that proves God’s economic miracles work in any

environment, even on American Indian reservations.
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